
Proper MLA formatted papers contain the following:
1) The have a proper heading on the left
        -Your name
        -The teachers name
        -Class
        -Date
2) Double Spaced, 12 point font, 1 inch margins

3) Title is centered, no additional spacing.

The end of the paper has a Works Cited page. This contains the following:
1) All your resources that you used.
2) Sources need to be in alphabetical order by last name.
3) If your source information goes onto a second line, it needs to be intended.
4) The general format for writing a citation is as follows:
Author last name, author first name. Title. Edition if the source has one. Place of publication: Publisher, Year. Type of source.

Use website called easybib.com to help create your citations.

In-Text Citation
It is a mini citation within your paper.
They always go at the end of a sentence before the punctuation. 
They are within ()
General format is (author last name page number).
Example: Kati talked with the teacher about MLA citation (Scritchfield 12). 
*If it is not a book but something smaller that doesn't have "pages" then you put a paragraph number, or time number. 
If you mention the author within the sentence you are writing, you do not have to include them within your in-text citation.
Example: Ms. Scritchfield said, "APS Online was awesome" (12). 
If you continue to use the same source without a break, you may just use the page number in the in-text citation. BUT if you use 
another source and then come back to your first source you need to use the authors name again in your in-text citation. 
Example: Kati talked with the teacher about MLA citation (Scritchfield 12). Ms. Scritchfield said, "APS Online was awesome" (12). 
Kati called Ms. Elliot Ms. Scritchfield by accident (Elliot 13). When Ms. Scritchfield found out she laughed (Scritchfield 12).


